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AB3IRACT

Three new progressions consisting of broad bands have been observed in the
absorntion spectrun of NO in solid argen. They are identified äs the irolecular
Rydberg A 2P",C 2IIand D 2£ -X 2II {v1 ,0) transitions ,blue shifted with respect
to the aas phase by -0.85 eV. Excitation of the molccule yields emission frora
A 2E+(v=o) with large absorption-emission Stokes shifts, and frcm the valence
B 2n(v=o) and a 4H(v=o) states. Intensity ratios between these states in Ar, Kr
and X: i.iatrices are given and discussed.

Excitation of NO trapped in rare gas roatrices by various light sources
(refs 1-3) shows that emission stems essentially fron the lowest two valence
states B TI (v=o) and a II (v=o) ,with a weak contribution frcm the lowest

2 +Rydbercr A £ (v=o) state.These results suggested that intranolecular relaxation

in matrix-isolated NO is a fast process, The observation of Rydberg fluorescen-
ce (ref . 3) stiimüated the debate ooncerning the fate of Rydberg states in
Condensed iratter. In effect, Jtoncin et al. (refs 4,5) noted a disappearance of
the rieh Rydberg spectrum of NO by trapping it in rare gas matrices. It was

argued that the strong interaction of Rydberq Orbitals with matrix atoms
broadens the bands so strongly that they wcnild merge inte the continuum of the
light source and be lost in the absorption spectrum. A preliminary experiment
using Synchrotron radiation indicated a contribution of Rydberg states to rela-
xation processes (ref .6) . Etw instances of tnolecular Rydberg absorption in
iratrices wäre reported in the litterature and thpy have been predcminantly
lindted tc the first Rydberg excitation. Higher excitations have been reported
only for t\H,,C,H, and CH-I (ref. 7) and they were interpreted within the frane-

A * Q 0 J
work of üe VJannier exciton model which was successful in explaining the elec-
tronic exeitations An rare gas solids. Wannier excitons have no parentage with
the free ^y?cies excited stater.. -jsing Synchrotron radiation at HASYLAB/DESY on

SUPfSLUHX set-^p (rcf.8),WR ha -v. cbeerved Rydberg states of NO trappsd in rare
gas rnatrices vhich bear dirccc parentage with the free molecule
states. Ir. the first part of this oontrita:tio'1 , «B will discuss

features of Rydberg absorptlon and fluorescence, in the second part we will give

results ooncerning intranolecular relaxation within the low lying states of
the molecule.

RYDBERG SPECraoSCOPY

In Fig. l we present an excitation spectrum of the valence H band a(0,7)
at 3941 A of 0.3 % NO/Ar. The spectrum consists of sharp bands previously

identified äs the B n - X 2Ü and B' 2A - X Tl (v1 ,o) valence progressions
(refs 4£).. They are superiiaposed on broad shaded bands (FWHM = 130 meV) which
can be grouped into three different vibrational progressions. It is generally
accepted to descritoe atonic and nolecular Rydberg transitions in Condensed
matter in terms of Wannier excitons (ref.7). Wannier excitons are bound
electron-hole pairs described by the hydrogenic fonnula :

E1 = E1 - S1*•*,* ^*f* Tn G n2

where E is the impurity ionization potential in the solid and ßi an effective

Rydberg constant which takes account of the crystal dielectric properties.

Attenps to Interpret the broad bands in terms of Kannier series failed for the

following reasons :
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- No fit, even approxinate, of the Wannier formula was possible.
- The intensity n~ dependance, expected for a hi-drogenic series, is not

observed for the broad bands (see Fig. 1).

- There are only three progressions and despite a careful search no higher
lying progressions or bands were observed.

Fig. 1: Excitation spectrun of the M band a{0,7) at 3941 A of 0.3% NO in solid
argon. The Rydberg bands are shown by shaded areas.

td he publiahtd in "Photophyr. ;<•* = - - J Photochenistry above 6 eV"
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T!;e fjilurö n!'-' L-.'iu Warxicr Mod;.1! ;ux- -cvA.: ;sn ir'.PViJiVii atio;. j r. ter.ii-.Li yf

roloo'Ular r!y,I;;ern states. Tht: ensr'qy apacinci hr'Lweeu t:io First Foi:r 'Dana:; IM;

sip.si.Lar lio tiiat cf the NO Fydberc; :;tates Uet.9} ^r;d tlieir iritc'nsity discrib.:-

tion reproduces that given by Fnanck Condan facfjrs (ref.lO) . We assigr.sä thern

to the lawest A E Rydberg state, with a blue raatrix shlft of ~ 0 .35 eV.

Rydberg states, the higher progressions were identified u.s the C II and

D l - X II (v1 ,o) Rydberg transitions in a staightforwarä maniier. The shift

of 0.65 eV for the NO Rydix^rg states in argon is of the same ordsr of rnagnitude

äs that of the atomic like n^l exciton in pure and rare gas doped solid argon

(ref.ll) . The cut~off in Rydberg absorptlon is rclated to the irrpurity ionizc-

tion potential in the solid E , qiven by (refs 7,11):

where 1̂  is the gas phase ionization potential, P, the mediura polarization

energy indiiced by the positive ionic core and VQ is the free electron energy in

the solid. Our calculation qives E^ = 8.1 eV for NO in Ar with the V„ and P
? +

values fron ref.ll. -Hie highest observed Rydbery s täte is D I (v=o) st

7.46 cV, the next higher state is E E^oqjected to lie at 8.4 eV. It appears

that the cut-off in Rydberg absorption is due to the largc red shift of the

ionization limit (-1.2 eV) and the blue shift of the Kydberg states.

Excitation of A(v=oJ yields Rydberg fluorescence bands A-X(o,v") wiüi

FKHM =• 80 meV and an absorption-emission Stokes shift for the A(o,o) band of

- 0.6 eV (fig.2). These results are explained in terms of rnicrocavity forma-

tion v^iere, äs a conseqnence of the repulsive overlap between Hie extcndcd

Rydberg orbital and the matri* atons, lattice reloxation takes place aiid a

small cavity is formed. This idea of a "bubble", already put forward by

Goodnan and Brus (ref.3) for HO, is supported b\ their lifetime rneasuremcnts

which. show Rydberg fJ-iioresccnce decay times closo to the gas phase one, it is

also discussed for pure solid neon in another contribation to this volume

(ref. 12). The formation cf a "bubble" in equilibrium viith its environment takes

place by dissipation of phonons {ref. 13) and this process is expected to ränge

in the picosecond time scale. Similar features, both static and dynatnic, have

also been observed for NO in Ne, Kr and Xe matrices. A detailed account of our

results will be presented in a forthconiing publication.

IHTRAMDLEaüAR RELAXATION

The excitation spectrum in fig-1 clearly shows participation of Rydberg
4

states in the a ü(v=o) valence cnistilon. Similar spectra have been obtained

/'r. Elxcitati^n sry^tra 01 the; A "E (v o) Rydberg eiiiiSBion in Ar and Kr sl-

also th? aair-e ^ross fcaturo?; t.l'ioncjh with soine diffcrcnccs cutlir.fid below.

ün tJie otiier hand in Xe, ro valcncc enission whatsoever could be observed,

solely A{o,v") bonas appearüd.
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Fig. 2: The Rydberg A-X{0,0) transition line in absorption and emission shown
on the same eiierqy ycalc. Tl-ie sliarp peaks superimposed on the absorption band
are due to valence absorption (see fig. l).

In fig.3, wc present potential curves of the B and a states and of the A

state in absorption {upper curve) and emission (lower curve) taking account of

the respective itiati'ix shifts in Ar, Kr and Xe. In the following we will present

tion at higher energy cornplicates the uv emission spectrum by the appearance

of new bands of which only one System has so far been identificd äs the
2 2

L' $ -X II (ref.14). Our results can be summarized äs follows:

- Non-radiative relaxation fror! Rydberg to valence states are observed in Ar

and Kr, and vice-versa only in Ar.

- The emission intensity ratlos between the A, B and a states are M.:9:90

in Ar, 1:1:50 in Kr and 1:0:0 in Xe matrices. The B:a ratios are indepen-

dent of the excitation energy.

- Relative yields of Rydbera A(v=o) fluorescence in Ar, Kr and Xe are in the

ratio of M:1.5:0.5 .

The B:a intensity ratios are in fair agrcement with previous reports



(refs 1-3). In argon, the B(o) 3evel lies 'WüO cm above the a(7) level and it

has been argued (ref. 3) that this large energy gap hinders non radiative

dissipation of energy from B(o) tu the a state. On the other hand in krypton ,
-" l

B (o) lies MC ein above the a (8) Icvul. This sroall energy gap might be the

reason for the reduced B:a intensity ratio äs comnared to Ar.

Fig. 3: The potential curves of the lowest three electronic states of NO in Ar,
Kr'änd'jte iretrices. The upper curve of the A state is in abscrption and the
lower one is in enission. For the a state in Xe matrices the gas phase curve
(broken line) has been used.

It appears that in Ar and Kr iratriccs, A(v=o) decays non radiatively to tbc

valence states sinrultaneous t o "buhble" forrrßtion. The "bubble" fo-mation

lowers the energy o£ the Rydberg state (fig.3) thus reducing its Franck-Condon

overlap wijü the valence states. Once the faubble formation is ccmpleted the

Franck-Condon cverlap is negligible and the reniaining population decays radia-

tive]y tc the qrourv:! sxate. In Xe matrices, the same process seems to occur but

it is possiül* that c^icient non radiative B-*a-*X relaxation guench valence

entission. TJVJ yield o? A(v=o) erission in Xe would have been expected to be

larger than ir, Ar and Kr äs the iYanck-Condon overlaps with valence states are

smaller (fig.3) .It ixxjld be that a i-atrix induced coupling between the A e.r-.rl

the B,a statej .Lncreases thtj efiic-ienc>- of the Rydbarg to valence non radiative

^f-^'iK^':.~'jCff\n Xfi ma^riora

Ine J^dbeir^-vdlör,;;e rion v.:diatlve processcs are ccniplex, "bubble" fornution

and 11 .̂  T-jitliaVi1^' • iii;nsirioris arc- fas*: px-orosses; and it renains to be clarified

^^Y ' -K '•'.'"••'-'• '--.itt«-.' v^iich prsdc.r.:::a^. s- in tlie final populaticn balance,t'ut—

"her, -- '•• -,- ,;^''.c.v-; bv-k t:.-.ns£&t-, or« obvsrved. Finally, the rar. radianive

transition between Rydberg ar-ü valence states is strorgly coupled to the

lattice since the B-X, and probably the a-X,transitions are weakly coupled

(ref. 6) and the A-X transition is streng quadratically coupled to the

lattice (ref. 13) .
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